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Maytag commercial dryer

Although this top loader version is very easy to use, it doesn't work as well as expected. It dries a small load in less than an hour, but it takes the longest of tested versions to dry a large load - more than 80 minutes. The unit stops tumbling several times with the remaining time in the normal cycle and must
be closed and allowed to cool for nearly 15 minutes. After a few attempts, the customer service representative asked the basic questions and offered to schedule a visit, repair and connect us with another department. maytag.com. Review: July 2009Price on Review: $1.00 - $1379 This content is created
and maintained by third parties and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content. Getty Images North America/Getty Images News/Getty Images The most common problems of Maytag dryers include heating
failures, switching failures and failure to start. Noise is also a common complaint among owners of Maytag tumble dryers, thermal fuses, heating elements or ignition dryers may need to be replaced if the dryer stops heating properly. Failure to start may be fixed by checking the power outlets and circuit
breakers or replacing the door or start switch. In some cases, the problem may require replacing the drive motor or drive belt if the machine does not start. If the dryer stops rotating in the middle of the heat cycle, the problem may be caused by a damaged drying board. If the dryness control board works
properly, replacing the drum roller is recommended to use a drum bearing or driven motor, and is often a solution to repair the Maytag dryer that does not rotate at the beginning of the circuit. Noisy operations are a common problem with Maytag dryers, open dryers and check for loose items that may fall
from a clothing bag before examining other causes. If the cause is not a loose item, the problem may be drum support. When the drum supports wear, the result will resonate. High moans can be caused by a malfunctioning belt, while crushing noises can be caused by items trapped in lint traps or blower
wheels.
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